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Stafford

“Mikey”

“Junior”

Winter Graduation &
Achievement Day
Friday, January 22, 2016

“Doug”

Six Diplomas & Several Distinct Awards
All in attendance in the Sweetman Auditorium experienced a packed house for
CAVEC’s Winter Graduation and Achievement Day. It was truly splendid to see such
support. Leading up to presenting high school diplomas, multiple awards were given for
Perfect Attendance and a handful of students received the coveted Principal’s
Recognition - way to go guys!

Spirit of Giving Challenge
benefiting the Salvation Army

On Thursday, December 17th,
Mr. George Craig of the
Torrington/Winsted Area
Salvation Army, visited us at
Breakfast. Mr. Craig spoke
candidly to the crowd and
explained a few true life
situations where community
donations help individuals,
veterans and families. Many
CAVEC students and staff
members participated in the
week-long gift giving challenge
and amazingly raised $500+ to
donate to Friendly Hands Food
Bank. In the spirit
of giving, the
collected funds
were earmarked
toward Christmas
presents for local
families in need.
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Therapeutic
Respite
Assessment
Center

Power Mechanics

This has been a busy
quarter for the TRAC
program. The holidays
brought home visits and a
Yazir’s
lengthy school vacation
which was enjoyed by all. Garden Dog
sculpted in
Because the TRAC
auto class
students are here for a
short period of time, we
have established a tradition
in our classroom. If a
student leaves having
successfully completing the program, he signs his name
and dates of attendance to the wall. After three years, the
classroom is quite
Jordan signs the wall of fame
colorful and certainly full
of memories.
In addition to their
academic classes, the
boys are enjoying STEM
class and their choice of
vocational classes. Many
wonderful and
imaginative projects are
worked on and everyone
gets a chance to try new
skills.

This winter, the Auto
Shop students have
been involved in many projects.
They have been working on all
aspects of auto repair from basic oil
changes, to engine rebuilding, as well
as brakes suspension and electrical
wiring.
Auto body students are progressing
on our project car by welding patches
and straightening and filling panels.
Our welding /fabricating students
have completed
projects ranging from
auto part animal
sculptures to
fabricating a weight
bench, as well as
repairing farm
equipment.
~ Mr. Drost,
Power Mechanics

~ Mrs. Gagne,
TRAC Academics
2nd Weekend of November
The 50th Military Advisory Team and the 2nd/113th Infantry
Bravo Company received this poster from our students at CJR
to welcome them home. 700 troops were returning from
Kuwait and Jordan and participated in a Red Cross facilitated
Reconnection Workshop presented at the New Jersey
National Guard Armory in Bordentown, NJ. Students and
staff signed their names and comments on the poster, as well
as the troops.
~ Dr. Martin, School Psychologist
The Red Cross provides mental health services to individuals and
communities that endure or are affected by emotional, physical,
sometimes catastrophic, life-changing events.

James K. Obst, Director of Education and Student Services
Cable Academic and Vocational
If you have any questions, concerns or suggestions regarding your son’s education, always feel free
Education Center (CAVEC)
to contact me at 860-567-9423 ext. 211 or at jobst@cjryouth.org
at the Connecticut Junior Republic
or CJR’s Director of School Operations, Chris Cook, at 860-567-9423 ext.269 or at ccook@cjryouth.org
provides academic, vocational and
or CJR’s Director of Special Education, Jan Calabro, at 860-567-9423 ext.289 or at jcalabro@cjryouth.org
related educational services.
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Agricultural Science
The Agricultural Science students have been thankful for a mild winter
to this point. The milder season has allowed us to take advantage of
additional skill and work opportunities during the second quarter.
Our first babies of the year arrived in January. Two beautiful heifer
calves and a Black Angus calf now enrich our farm community. The
boys are currently submitting name nominations and will vote soon. Some names being considered are: Emma, Lily, Cream, Peyton,
Spirit, Crystal, Mercy, Tike, Adeline, Clover, Jager, Zara, Taro, Leah, Heaven & Harmony.
The second quarter skills that have been learned are the fundamentals of swine, sheep and goat
reproduction, cattle parturition, land management, equipment maintenance and facility management.
The third quarter finds us looking forward to two class favorites, firewood
production and maple
production.
Farm facility operations
always create unique
challenges this time of year
and the students have done a
terrific job problem solving
and correcting issues that
comprise these challenges.
Until our third quarter, No
Farms, No Food.
~ Mr. Elwell, Agricultural
Science & Farm Manager

Exploratory & Plant Science

The students in
Plant Science and
Exploratory are growing many different types of culinary
herbs. The herbs will be used along with culinary classes so
the students can experience different applications of herbs to
create many wonderful dishes. These herbs are all hand sown
and cared for in the CJR greenhouse.
Students are learning how to propagate plants from cuttings. Depending on the
plant and student ability, skills presented range from difficult to easy. Most of the
propagated projects are tropical plants that currently decorate the school lobby.
The aquaculture program is doing well with our largest tilapia reaching a beautiful
weight of a pound or more and with our first and second batch of babies getting big
quickly. With students providing daily care, the fish farming results have been
astounding.
The students have been growing amaryllis flowers from bulbs that have been
stored from last year and they have just started to bloom. These giant flowers are
native to the Western Cape region of South Africa. With proper care, mature bulbs
rebloom every year and produce bulblets that will start
blooming in two years time.
A few of the Exploratory classes are working on bluebird
houses preparing and getting them ready to put outside
around the campus. The houses are designed for bluebirds
to use for nesting. Our feathered friends will start showing
up in the spring to establish territories, so it is important
to have the houses cleaned and fixed up before they arrive
or they will not use them.
~ Mr. Budny, Exploratory & Plant Science

Culinary Arts is back at CJR! After a
complete makeover of the culinary arts
classroom, mouth-watering aromas are
once again filling the hallways. This
semester, we will be exploring several key
culinary principles, including safe and
sanitary practices, breakfast cookery,
sandwich varieties and assembly, and
stock, sauce, and soup production. We
look forward to sharing our progress with
all of the students and staff at CJR!
Sincerely, All Culinary Arts Students
and Mr. Hadoulis, Culinary Arts Instructor
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American Studies 
Happy 2016!
Students in American
Studies at The
Connecticut Junior
Republic have been
closely following the
Republican and
Democratic debates,
tracking their favorite
candidates. Through
the debates students have also
researched the political process of
how each primary works and are
currently following and tracking the
candidates as they enter in the race to
see who the next president will be!
Students who are enrolled in the
TAG program for American Studies
have been following thematic units paired up with English
and STEM classes that offer a more creative method for
learning. These classes offer students a way to capitalize on
their learning strengths and
have relevant course work
that will prepare them for
college and the post-high
school life.
Have a happy and healthy
New Year!
~ Mr. Hall, American Studies

S. T. E. M.

Science <> Technology
Engineering <> Mathematics
During the second term, students used their
problem solving skills to create truss bridges as
well as trebuchet catapults. Students in STEM
used their understanding of stress forces as
well as geometric relationships such as
symmetry and congruence to create the
strongest craft stick truss bridge they could
engineer. Everyone’s bridge held at least 10
pounds, while some of the bridges held
upwards of 50 pounds! Students then took
their creativity and engineering skills to
develop a catapult to launch a gum drop using
only counter-weight. Students used what they learned about levers and
mechanical advantage to engineer the most efficient design they could
imagine. Students used a variety of supplies from around the classroom
including but not limited to PVC, wooden dowels, plywood, empty toner
cartridges, rulers, empty computer cases, concrete, string, cellophane, and
window screen. We saw a great deal of excitement and creativity in this
project. During the third term students will explore modeling the spread of
contagions, creating a motorized based game, and basics of computer
programming.
~Mr. LaBranche, STEM

Mathematics

During the second quarter,
students took time each week
to check in on mock
investments of their choosing. At the start of the term, students chose four
stocks in which to invest a total sum of $2000. Students then tracked the
growth and decay of the stock prices and accordingly their portfolios total
value. At the end of the term, students synthesized the resulting dollar
changes as well as percentage change in a series of graphs. Each student who
The second quarter proved to be an extremely busy time in the participated in this project showed great elation when their stocks were
Wood Technology shop once again. The young men in shop
climbing and despair when their stocks were falling. Overall, the students
found themselves busy constructing their projects and many seem to have a better
holiday gifts for friends and family members. As always, one of understanding of how the
our most popular projects continues to be our world famous
stock market works and a
Adirondack chairs, but the theme this quarter seemed to be
higher level of respect for
storage chests. A wide variety of shapes and sizes and storage investing. This ambition has
options included potato, pillow, wood, sneakers (always a
rolled over into the third
favorite), jewelry and some to be determined were constructed quarter, and accordingly, we
by the students. There are always the staple projects that
expect more great things.
continue to
~ Mr. LaBranche, Mathematics
be favorites
among
students such as shelves, entertainment
centers, cutting boards and bird houses. One
of the most imaginative projects that is still in
development is a cat lounge area with multiple
levels. We have also introduced the students
to refinishing and refurbishing furniture
pieces. The shop continues to be busy with
eager students and I look forward to what
their imaginations will bring.
~ Mr. Sawoska, a.k.a. "S", Wood Technology

Wood Technology

C REATIVE

&

A PPLIED A RTS
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“Everything you can imagine is real.”
– Pablo Picasso

During the colder months, students have been busy learning about Impressionist artists, such as Monet,
Manet, Degas, Renoir, and Cezanne. Students have created replications of famous paintings using cut
magazine paper to emphasize the technique of optical color mixing. Optical color mixing is a phenomenon that happens when a viewer
perceives color in an image as a result of two or more colors that are positioned next to, or near each other. The perceived color is not actually
on the surface. Instead, the color that the viewer perceives is what color(s) would result from the mixing of the colors that are actually on the
surface. This concept comes to life when creating cut paper mosaic collages. In addition, students have added artistic flare to the classroom by
painting large and small scale murals on the classroom walls. Stayed tuned…
~ Mrs. Rinaldi, Creative & Applied Arts

Library News

There is good news, and bad news for the school library. The good news is
that we continue to add new books for circulation, and more and more
students are checking them out. The bad news is that the shelves are
becoming full and have to be constantly rearranged. Wait…that’s a good problem to have! It means there are
more great books; both fiction and nonfiction, that students and staff have to choose from.
If you haven’t noticed already, there is a new display case (courtesy of Ms. Denver’s class) on the left, when
you enter the library. It houses part of the graphic novel department. The display will continually change, so
take a look and see what’s new. Also, the library has been in need of a return box, a place to drop off the books
if I am not at my desk. Thanks to Wood Shop, and specifically, Andy G., for making a great box for the library!
It still has that wonderful, fresh cut wood smell.
I recently had the privilege of being guest speaker for two of Ms. Denver’s classes. The topic was, why are
libraries important? It is no secret that many of CJR’s students do not like to read, and it is my personal mission
to change that. However, I was pleasantly surprised to hear students list the various reasons libraries are
important. Reasons such as, it is the place to find information and answers; it has many interesting and
entertaining books, the availability of various technologies that many libraries employ
now, etc. When told that many libraries are
considering disposing all of their books, and putting
I would like to first congratulate my top three
everything on computers, the students were aghast.
students on their accomplishments in class and their Much to my amazement they thought that was a
terrible idea. They stated they prefer having a book
January graduation. They will truly be missed and
in hand. Thankfully, that is the first step to turning
very hard to replace. All three gained much
nonreaders into readers. They just have to read a
knowledge of the printing trade and were heavily
book they love and that’s how they’ll get hooked.
leaned upon to help in all facets of producing the
So stop by the library, and I promise I will find a
school calendar.
Our classes collated, punched, and bound the 2016 book you will love. ~ Mrs. Whiteside, Librarian
CJR calendars in time to mail out by the holidays. I
must say it is probably one of the best yet! While
doing all this, students worked on other projects
Students enrolled in English classes
involving computer design work, laminating, and
at the Connecticut Junior Republic
cutting. The more experienced students learned the
have participated in
importance of, and performed press maintenance
interdisciplinary
units
of
study
during the second marking
procedures. I am very pleased with all my students
period.
They
finalized
soundtracks
to their lives, analyzed
and all the work they’ve accomplished.
cinematic representations of individuals with disabilities, as
~ Mr. Clark, Graphic Arts
well as evaluated factors contributing to successful non-violent movements in
India, South Africa, and the United States. While investigating these complex
issues, our young men have continued to learn new and improved ways to
articulate their positions in well-planned papers and presentations. In our STEMbased English classes, students have studied musical expression, cultural
awareness, and the experience of soldiers at war. Throughout, students have made
nuanced text-to-self, text-to-text, and text-to-world connections in their
examination of relevant news articles and real-world artifacts.
~ Mr. Dickau, English
On Junior’s last day, he challenged Mrs. Whiteside and Ms. LaPlante to a game of
Scrabble. Multiple A-M-A-Z-I-N-G words were built on the board as Vince kept
score within CJR rules.

GRAPHIC ARTS

English
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Independent Life Skills
Students attending the daily life skills class were
especially busy this semester while still finding time
to celebrate the holidays. Our learning experiences
took place in a variety of settings on and off campus.
During our December visit to the Children’s Science
Museum in West Hartford, where we were also
offered the opportunity to increase our knowledge
of Newton’s Laws, we practiced social
communication, time management and money
skills.
Prior to our trip, we studied area road maps and
road Google maps to plot the easiest route. Of
course, we selected a route having multiple
restaurants so that we could eat lunch. After the
groups discussed and reviewed the restaurant
menus online, the consensus was to eat at Subway.
Eating at Subway not only saved time, but allowed
us to select from a variety of tasty sandwiches.
Needless to say, after the museum visit, our
conversations were lively. A few of us will never
forget when Justin volunteered to help the
presenter and his hair stood straight up and sparks
flew. Tony really enjoyed the Star Wars laser beam.
It was a day to remember.

Keeping in spirit with the holidays, each student
served as a secret Santa, so off to Target in
Torrington we went to buy the perfect gift. It was
tricky to stay within our budget, yet select a gift
another would like, but we did it. Afterwards, we
stopped at Panera Bread to share stories, eat lunch
and practice our money skills. Everyone stayed
within their budget having only a dollar to spare.
The best holiday activity was planning to host our
holiday luncheon where we made sandwiches, dips
and fixing so we could invite all our CJR Family.
We had so much fun and met so many different
students and staff from other programs. At the end,
we were truly a CJR Family looking out for one
another and it felt good.
~ Ms. Denver, Resource & Life Skills

Resource Classroom
It has been a fun second
quarter in our class, but it
has also been a busy one. In
English class we finally
finished the book we have
been reading- The Phantom
Tollbooth. It’s a book about
three characters who travel
to distant lands. The book was filled with figurative language. In our math classes we
have been working on identifying prime and composite numbers. There was a
message in our work that said "Go Team." The older students also designed board
games on their own that were math based. Everyone had
great ideas, but Mike S. put in the most effort. Great job,
Mike! American Studies has been all about 9/11. We are
watching four films and writing a comparative paper on
them. It's taking a lot of work and time, but we are
getting there. In the upcoming third quarter, Science is
going to be all about the five senses. We will do lots of
experiments. It's going to be a great quarter!
~ Ms. Olinger, Resource & Academics

Physical Education
The 2nd quarter has flown by and there has been a lot of progress in my Physical
Education classes. The students have been engaged in numerous individual and team
activities. A few of these activities include: basketball, football, kickball, bowling and
wallball. With a major emphasis on good sportsmanship, teamwork, fair play and
respect; I have seen a huge improvement and maturation progress take place with a
lot of our students here at CAVEC.
Throughout the day there are a few students who engage in weight lifting class as
well. The major focus of this class is to improve overall health through weight
training, cardiovascular activities and having a focus on proper diet and nutrition.
They boys are really excelling in this class due to their hard work, dedication and
commitment to improvement. I am very proud of all of our students here at our
school.
We have also had a few “Teacher vs. Student” basketball games that have taken place
during school hours. We have three (A,B,C) student teams and each individual brings
his own strength to the table for his team. Our games thus far have been super
competitive but also very friendly. Everyone that is playing takes pride in their own
success but also the success of their peers as well. This event had really brought the
school together and is a great example of “school spirit.” We could not be more
thankful for the crowd that comes and shows everyone support. Because in reality,
that is
what we
are all
about here
at CJR.
Keep up
the good
work
boys!
~ Mr.
Mulhall,
Physical
Education
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Boys
Intermediate
Residential
Program

Upper Middle School

Science has us focusing on the steps of
cell division known as Mitosis & Meiosis. It
is almost impossible to understand this
vital process by only reading a book or
watching a video. A helpful method to
The Boys’ Intermediate Residential
truly understand and remember is to use
Program is pleased to announce that
hands on models which can be
two of our students have
manipulated by students. The mitosis
successfully completed the
models proved an interesting way for
graduation requirements here at
students to be able to learn the basis of
The Cable Academic and Vocational Center at The Connecticut
how cells divide and provide a foundation to understand so many other
concepts like growth, mutations, cell theory, genetics, etc. The models give Junior Republic. Mikey F. and Curtis R. graduated from high school
on January 22, 2016. We wish each of you continued success in all of
them the edge they need and confidence to give their best!
your future endeavors!
American Studies finds us in the American Revolution. We have
As the third marking period commences, we are continuing our
been discussing the American view of the appropriate role of
study of the individual United States in social studies. In addition,
government in the lives of its citizens, steps in the resolution of
we will be using our research skills to identify U.S. Landmarks and
conflict and the role of citizens in the preservation of
their characteristics. We will also continue to explore math and
government. We have explored ways to resolve conflicts as we
science projects in STEM (science, technology, engineering and
explored the colonists’ strategies to resolve their conflicts before
math) class. Geometry and algebra, as well as fractions and decimals,
resorting to revolution. Students are developing an appreciation for
different individuals and groups who chose to provide crucial support will be learned and reinforced in mathematics class. Our Language
Arts curriculum will continue to focus on composition, reading
for the colonists. Through a study of various individuals’ actions in
comprehension skills, vocabulary and mini-biographies, as well as
support of the war, students will develop an appreciation for active
daily journal entries.
participation in government.
Students have been working in cooperative groups and using a variety Our students also excel in their vocational classes including
Vocational Agriculture, Wood Shop, Culinary Arts, Graphics,
of resources to research information concerning personalities and
events of the Revolutionary War. Construction and Fine Arts. The young men truly enjoy the time
spent in these classes and produce
Our morning English group is
some fabulous projects! We
focusing on summarizing text for
applaud their hands-on skills!
necessary information and vocabulary
We look forward to spring, when a
development. We have expanded
young man’s “fancy” turns to
our new words to fifteen a week.
continued academic success!
Our focus is word meaning,
~ Ms. Silano, B.I.R.P. Academics
sentence writing and proper
spelling. We began reading The
Finest Hours, by Michael J. Tougias. This is a true story of the U.S. Coast Guard’s most daring sea rescue
of the SS Pendleton, after it split apart during a nor'easter off the New England Coast. We are looking forward to watching The Finest Hours
Walt Disney film that is filled with determination to captivate your mind using a realistic approach toward survival.
For our unit on Fractions, we have used a step-by-step introduction through a visual and conceptual approach. We have covered basic
terminology, followed by procedures for classifying fractions, finding equivalent fractions, reducing to lowest terms, and comparing and
ordering. Converting between improper fractions and mixed numbers is also being covered. Fractions is an important topic and at the same
time, one of the most challenging topics for students to understand. Although many students have seen fractions in everyday life, they are not
always able to see fractions as numbers and use them comfortably like whole numbers.
We had a fun, challenging and successful second marking period and look forward to continuing our good work into the third semester.
~ Ms. Stevens, Academics

CONSTRUCTION MAINTENANCE

&

DRAFTING

Flooring and finish trim were the main projects completed this quarter. The bathroom received a
groutable vinyl tile, it works just like ceramic tile but is easier to cut and does not require as
strong of a sub floor. The students also installed laminated hardwood floor for the kitchen area
and carpet with pad in the living room.
Finish trim includes everything from hanging doors and installing hardware to window casing
and baseboard. I think many of the students really enjoy this phase of construction, because they
can see how it ties everything together. The project house looks good before finish trim and
minor touch-ups, but it looks great after.
When everything is complete and looks great the students will get to enjoy the house for a day
or three before the deconstruction process begins. We will save as much material as possible for
the next house and get rid of the rest, then we will start with a new floor plan.
I would like to give a big “thank you,” to all the students who worked so hard finishing this house and a congratulations to many of them
who are getting real good at headphone repair and electrical soldering.
~ Mr. Ouellette, Construction Maintenance & Drafting

After School Programs and Volunteering

Transition Services

Regardless of the weather, Omar
continues to volunteer at The
Humane Organization Representing
Suffering Equines (H.O.R.S.E.) of
Connecticut Inc., in Washington,
CT, where he cares for abused and
abandoned horses. Over the past
few weeks, Omar has been working
to take his volunteer work to the
next level by organizing his peers at
CAVEC to join him...stay tuned for
an update on his progress!
Josh P., Brian M., Adam R. and TJ
enjoy some cooking time as part of the After School Program.

Towards the end of the quarter, two students visited
Naugatuck Valley Community College to look at the
Nursing Program that is offered there. Stafford and Andrew
T., who are very interested in helping and caring for others,
found the tour to be very helpful.
I look forward to having the opportunity to visit more
colleges and explore different post graduate opportunities
for the students in the near future.

Congratulations to our January Graduates and good wishes
for following through with your post-grad aspirations!
~Mr. Mayer, Guidance Counselor
Diane Sisson, LCSW, works with students in school
and also outside of school.

Ho! Ho!
Ho!
Holiday
Luncheon

ACADEMIC AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION CENTER
550 Goshen Road • P.O. Box 161 • Litchfield, CT 06759
Phone: 860.567.9423 • Fax: 860.567.2670
Accredited by New England Association of Schools and Colleges (NEASC)

Mission Statement

To provide all students with a supportive educational
environment which nurtures their ability to maximize
their individual potential and strengthen their social
and academic experiences, now and throughout their
lifetimes.

Welcome New Students!
Jyineez C., Meriden . Kivan D., Hamden
Andrew E., New Milford . Lenny F., Bridgeport
Jason J., New Haven . Diondre J., Hartford . Armoni K.,
Stamford . Kristian K-S., Torrington . Brian K., Torrington
Isaiah M., Region 7 . Naji M., Hamden . Stephen M., Shelton
Rhian N., Waterbury . Dyante P., Branford . Jose R., Hamden
Jaedyn R., Branford . Jhonny R., Greenwich . Earl W., Meriden

Welcome New Staff
Mr. Michael Hadoulis, Culinary Arts Instructor
Mr. Evan Bailey, Instructional Assistant

